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**Charter Summary**

**WG PURPOSE/MISSION**

The purpose of the Training Working Group (TWG) is to provide SE training to INCOSE members and others if needed. This Training WG will provide that opportunity and will support the mission, vision, and goals of INCOSE.

**WG GOAL(S)**

The specific goals for the Training WG are to:

- Determine our members' needs
- Develop or solicit training modules
- Solicit training volunteer instructors
- Provide training as a benefit to INCOSE members
- Coordinatetraining throughout INCOSE to expand training opportunities

**WG SCOPE**

This Training WG will address SE training as it relates to SE throughout the system life-cycle. SE training will be a free volunteer effort provided as a benefit to all members. This training will exclude actual US DoD projects because of ITAR regulations, copyrighted material unless authorized in writing by the author, and labor financial compensation. Other training within scope includes, but is not limited to, Working Group leadership.
IW Outcomes

- SE training modules
- WG Leadership modules
- Training (via presentations, tutorials, videos, and webinars)
Planned Work past IW

PLANNED ACTIVITIES

- Meeting semi-annually at the IW and IS of the entire WG team
- Telecon quarterly
- Webinar monthly

PLANNED WORK PRODUCTS

- SE training modules
- WG Leadership modules
- Training (via presentations, tutorials, videos, and webinars)